James Bond films are a cinematic phenomenon unlike any other. The so-called official series made by Eon productions has been in existence for more than fifty years. Its cultural staying power alone makes the cinematic Bond phenomenon an extremely fertile soil for examinations of continuity and change. While Bond scholarship should not be limited to diachronic analysis, the persistent popularity and cultural salience of the Bond phenomenon means that James Bond Studies, as a field of inquiry, will make a series of important interventions into broader scholarship. As Christoph Lindner notes, quoting Octopussy ( John Glen, 1983), Bond has a "nasty habit of surviving" (2003, 8). Examinations of this survival have been, and will continue to be, of great significance to cultural scholarship. One of the many means by which the Bond series has survived over time is by recasting of the central actor.
They do not look weathered or calloused. Next comes a mid-shot of Bond (embodied by Sean Connery) sitting at a gaming table. Bond is introduced slowly and deliberately. Dr. No's director, Terence Young, intended this particular choice of shots to be an homáge to the classical Hollywood film Juarez (William Dieterle, 1939) , in which the audience's anticipation of seeing the lead character's face is drawn out for comic effect (Young, 2006) . The reveal of Connery's face is delayed -first in terms of the narrative events that must be explained and then in terms of the cinematic apparatus of scanning from an establishing shot to a close-up.
The temporary metonymic substitution of Bond for his dinner jacket or cigarette presupposes a high level of familiarity with the character on the part of the audience. In the first instance, these costumes and props are more famous than Connery the actor and serve to buttress Connery's introduction as Bond.
Bond was, of course, already a highly familiar cultural figure at the point of Dr.
No's release. As Bennett and Woolacott illustrate, the character had first attained popularity though Fleming's novels, but more crucially through the serialisation and comic strip adaptations of Fleming's writing in the Daily Express (1987, 24) .
These serial adaptations, coupled with Pan paperback releases of Bond novels and their famous cover illustrations, built a sizeable popular base for the character prior to Dr. No. Monty Norman's "James Bond Theme" -played over the opening gun-barrel sequence, as well -further accompanies Connery's introductory scene. Bond delivers the line "Bond...James Bond" in an accent that is markedly different to the other intelligence figures heard in the film so far. The musical theme binds together the casino setting, Bond's clothing and accessories, and Connery's performance (in particular his accent), as the cinematic incarnation of the character incorporates changing social concerns of the early 1960s as well as concerns surrounding the heroic nature of the Bond character and his jump in popularity in the late 1950s. As Robert Shail notes, the 1960s saw Bond transform the from British imperialist spy hero of Fleming's books (marked by white colonialism, patriotism, and a British society stratified by class) into a cinematic figure that toned down these elements and emphasised instead consumerism, affluence and social mobility (2008, . Connery was crucial in modifying the resonances of the Bond character from a marker of social superiority to a "modern, and potentially classless, sophistication " (154) .
Following the casino scene, Young's film works to establish the work ethos of the cinematic Bond character. We see that Bond goes straight to the office when S. Jones · The Cinematic Inaugurations of a New James Bondsummoned by his superiors. It is notable that, while he does engage in the customary and flirtatious repartee with Miss Moneypenny, Bond only does so in the brief interim between his arrival and M's summons for him to enter. The dialogue exchanged between Bond and Moneypenny demonstrates that they are markedly different from the other intelligence workers and civil servants that we have seen so far: they talk playfully and use informal names for one another.
When he arrives home after the meeting, Bond finds Sylvia Trench (a woman with whom he flirted at the casino) in his bedroom. The dialogue that follows between the two further stresses the fact that work structures Bond's priorities; again, the film makes it clear that Bond only sleeps with Trench in the window of time available until his departing flight to Jamaica. This devotion to work is not especially characteristic of Bond; M and Moneypenny are in the office at 3am too, but it is significant that the Bond character bridges a gap between work and play in these inaugural scenes.
While Connery's accent was no doubt confusing to cinematic audiences in 1962 (the Fleet Street Press suggested that it could be Irish, Northern Irish or Irish
American), what is evident is that it was decidedly not an English accent.
As
Spicer notes, many of Connery's pre-Bond roles saw him play an Irishman (2001, 219) . While Connery's accent might not be a recognisably Edinburgh accent or even a Scottish one for that matter (Connery himself is Scottish), some critics have observed that the actor's vocal performance mitigates the charge of sadism levelled against the film (Robinson 1962, 10) , a point which implicitly connects Englishness to the discourses of sex, snobbery, and sadism of the time.
Christopher Hill concludes that Connery's voice does retain a number of features that reveal his origins in Edinburgh as well as aspects of his social class. Hill notes that Connery did not undergo the "normalization" process of formal higher education, and that his accent is partly inflected by the male, working class, Edinburgh accent while also bearing the distinct hallmark of a moderately Irish accent (2006, n.pag.) . Thus, Connery's Bond speaks in such a way as to obscure the class origins of the character -a facet that was hugely important in the cross-cultural appeal of the Bond character at the time.
In addition to his vocal performance, Connery's distinct style as Bond became an important element of the Bond-character's popularity in the 1960s. As Cook and Hines note, James Bond is almost synonymous with the lounge suit (2005, 153) ; yet, at the beginning of Dr. No, we are introduced to Connery's Bond in a more formal dinner jacket. Director Young has taken credit for the style of 2 See Chapman (2007, 68) for a discussion of press confusion over Connery's accent. the suits, along with many of the other ways in which Connery's look was polished and improved upon when he undertook the role. This included the actor having his eyebrows plucked and a wig fitted for the part (152). In the Connery era, Bond's attire and his look overall attempts to resolve divergent types of masculinity. Bond's style, like his accent, is a distinct reaction against the established normalcy of cinematic leading men (think of the pinstriped suit and bowler hat of the Edwardian gentleman, for instance). At the same time, Connery's wardrobe distinguishes itself against emerging counter-cultural trends, typified by clashing iconoclastic styles borrowed from the past (156). The modern cut of Bond's tailoring (whether a lounge suit or a dinner jacket) works to mark the character as different from the pinstriped gentleman. Thus, Bond's clothing -in particular the way it places an emphasis on Connery's strong build -marks him as different to the "sex, snobbery and sadism" strand of the Bond character with its connotations of aristocratic decadence.
ON HER MAJESTY'S SECRET SERVICE (PETER HUNT, 1969)
The critical debate surrounding Australian George Lazenby's brief tenure as (Nepa 2015, 187) best known for a chocolate commercial (Simpson 2015, 97) . When Bond sees the Cougar parked on the nearby shoreline, he pulls over and observes Tracy through a telescope. There is a dusky feel to the lighting of this scene that bathes the scenery and characters in a pink glow. For Chapman, this is evidence that, compared with other Bond films (with the exception of Goldfinger), "more attention seem[s] to have gone in to the visual composition...in the pre-title-sequence " (2007, 117) . The palm trees that line the road, the lengths of pristine sand on the shore, the woman in a flowing outfit on the shore, and wooden structures draped in cloth netting also recall the television advertisements for Fry's chocolate that Lazenby was best known for at the time. Tracy walks into the sea (with a mind to drowning herself) and so Bond chases after her and carries her back to the shore. This particular sequence is shot from a dis- tance, obscuring Lazenby's face from the camera but nevertheless displaying his physique in a lingering long shot. The water makes his frilled dress-shirt seethrough as it clings to his torso, accentuating the shape of his upper body.
BOND'S FIRST APPEARANCE IN
Lazenby's physique in this scene is reminiscent of Connery's in earlier Bond films, which the actor had lost by Thunderball (Terence Young, 1965 line: "this never happened to the other fella". As Lazenby says these words, he adjusts his gaze slightly to look directly at the camera, just before the opening credits begin. For Chapman the line "makes the audience complicit in the changeover in leading man " (2007, 114) . It might be also added that this joke inaugurates a new strategy for managing the changeover from actor to actor in the part of Bond, as the scene very much presents Bond as a less mythically powerful hero and parodies not only the violence of the opening sequences but also the romantic and sexual elements of the films. The woman escapes from Lazenby's Bond (sexual conquest is denied, for now) and Lazenby's delivery of the line underscores not only the audience's expectations for Bond to bed the girl, but ensures that we laugh along with Lazenby's attempt to inhabit fully the Bond role. Forever (Guy Hamilton, 1971) solidified his reputation as the portrayal of Bond to beat. By the 1970s, the Bond formula had become very well established, and reviews from the period indicated that the actor playing Bond was a substitutable element in the overall design of the formula (Barkley 1973; Coleman 1973 Caruso (who has been hiding away in a closet). While Bond's newest assignment appears to have encroached on the time normally allotted to enjoy the consolations of a previous assignment, he is evidently in no great hurry to leave.
LIVE AND LET DIE (GUY HAMILTON, 1973)
The overall effect of Moore's introductory scene is to re-enhance the leisure aspects of the Bond persona by acknowledging Moore's existing star persona:
colourful, at home in the domestic space, something of a playboy, and definitely not a strict professional at any cost. These ideas are reinforced by the fact that, introduced, and replaces it instead with comic spectacle, colour, and distraction.
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THE LIVING DAYLIGHTS (JOHN GLEN, 1987)
By its fourteenth instalment, the Bond series was a fully-fledged cinematic fixture. Accordingly, reviews of The Living Daylights tended to treat the film as a cultural artefact worthy of detailed, consolidated critical commentary. While the tone of many commentaries may not have indicated a great deal of seriousness, several reviews discussed certain issues of social and cultural import and the relationship between these issues and the Bond films. This included, most evidently, the increasing drive towards consumerism and, particularly in the late 1980s, the AIDs crisis ( Johnson 1987) . It is worth noting that Timothy Dalton's version of the Bond character established in The Living Daylights does not display those characteristics most discussed in reviews of the Bond persona: faithfulness, romanticism, a Byronic flair, and a tendency towards consumerism (Hutchinson 1987 , Malcolm 1987 , French 1987 Much like Lazenby's introduction, Dalton's introduction displays the physical prowess of its lead actor in contrast to his more leisure-bound predecessor. the actor did not carry out the stunts himself. Yet, as the film critic for the Observer notes, the introduction also hints at the fact that Dalton is young and capable enough to carry out stunts (French 1987, 19) . This contrasts Dalton to Moore, who was in his late 50s when making his final Bond film, A View to a Kill ( John Glen, 1985) , and underlines the notion that public perception of the Bond character is often commensurate with the physicality of the actor playing him.
BOND'S FIRST APPEARANCE IN THE LIVING DAYLIGHTS
The first close up of Dalton's face that we see is the precise moment when
Bond realises that the training exercise has been sabotaged by SMERSH (a Soviet organisation pledging death to spies) and is now a matter of life and death. As
Bond gives chase to the mystery saboteur, the "James Bond Theme" plays over the top to affix Dalton in the new role. Eventually, both Bond and his quarry careen over the edge of a cliff while on top of a Land Rover. Bond is able to escape because he is wearing a parachute from the training mission, while the vehicle explodes, killing the assailant. Bond lands nonchalantly on a yacht that happens to be passing below, with a woman on board (dressed in a bikini) who is talking into the telephone. "If only I could find a real man", she says just as Bond's feet make contact with the awning above her. He takes the phone, gives his name ("Bond, James Bond"), and calls his superiors to inform them that he will check in in an hour. The woman manoeuvres a glass of champagne into shot and Bond corrects his initial statement -he suggests two hours instead of one.
This scene opens up a space for a kind of heroism (also articulated by Moore) where Bond makes time for leisure activities like sex and champagne in the middle of work -adjusting deadlines if necessary. However, the carefreeplayboy aspect of Dalton's variation of the character does not hold fast within the critical memory, perhaps because it is slightly out of kilter with the social context that surrounds the Bond films of this period. Following the "Big Bang" deregulation of financial markets in 1986 and a government policy of privatisation, Britain saw a partial end to the economic gloom of the 1970s. Midway through the 1980s, the government was able to claim that there had been a rise in productivity and that industry was booming (Marwick 1996, 318) . Correspondingly, there was a return to the optimism, consumerism and affluence of the 1960s for sections of British society. By the mid-1980s, there was social mobility for some members of the working classes who were afforded wealth and power by privatisation without having to embrace the customs and tastes of the upper classes Bond a desirable, slightly old-fashioned romanticism that reinforces the decision to rein in Bond's sexual appetites for most of The Living Daylights. Contemporary reviews label this a "post-AIDS panic" (Hutchinson 1987, 36) . Indeed, Dalton's Bond is remembered for events tied to the end of the film -when he returns to the central Bond girl after some time as though they are in a long-term relationship.
GOLDENEYE (MARTIN CAMPBELL, 1995)
Pierce Brosnan's tenure as Bond begins after a six-year hiatus in production. The
Cold War had ended during this time, and there is some speculation that Bondever the Cold War hero -has become out of date and irrelevant. Nevertheless, GoldenEye was met with broadly positive reviews as a film that managed to deliver the main elements of the Bond formula in a new context. Fleming's first novel. As much academic scholarship emphasises, Casino Royale reboots the series (Krainitzki, 2014 Wight 2015 , Anderson 2016 . A reboot restarts "an existing media franchise by returning to its origin point" (Tyron 2013, 431 ).
Yet as Chapman (2007) Several key elements of the film seem to harken back to the series' grittier, more hands-on origins: Bond uses his brute force and physicality (rather than gadgets)
to solve problems; stunt sequences and action scenes are performed for real, as opposed to using computer-generated imagery; and Craig's toughness is more reminiscent of Connery than either Brosnan or Moore.
BOND'S FIRST APPEARANCE IN CASINO ROYALE
Casino Royale's pre-title sequence is different from other opening scenes for a number of reasons. Firstly, director Martin Campbell (who also initiated Brosnan into the role of Bond in GoldenEye) shot the scene in black and white, which gives the opening a hardboiled look. 
